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Abstract

The increasing use of data-driven decision support systems in industry and governments is accompanied by the discovery of a

plethora of bias and unfairness issues in the outputs of these systems. Multiple computer science communities, and especially

machine learning, have started to tackle this problem, often developing algorithmic solutions to mitigate biases to obtain fairer

outputs. However, one of the core underlying causes for unfairness is bias in training data which is not fully covered by such

approaches. Especially, bias in data is not yet a central topic in data engineering and management research. We survey research

on bias and unfairness in several computer science domains, distinguishing between data management publications and other

domains. This covers the creation of fairness metrics, fairness identification, and mitigation methods, software engineering

approaches and biases in crowdsourcing activities. We identify relevant research gaps and show which data management

activities could be repurposed to handle biases and which ones might reinforce such biases. In the second part, we argue for

a novel data-centered approach overcoming the limitations of current algorithmic-centered methods. This approach focuses

on eliciting and enforcing fairness requirements and constraints on data that systems are trained, validated, and used on. We

argue for the need to extend database management systems to handle such constraints and mitigation methods. We discuss

the associated future research directions regarding algorithms, formalization, modelling, users, and systems.

Keywords Bias and unfairness · Decision support systems · Data curation · Bias mitigation · Bias constraints for DBMS

1 Introduction

Context. Data-driven decision-support systems [142] are

applied to many scenarios to allow for faster and more

informed decision-making. For example, such systems help

to decide which candidate to hire for a job (as used by Ama-

zon [85]), inform judges of the risk of an offender to re-offend

(like the COMPAS system in the US [34]), decide on how to

react when an accident is foreseen in a self-driving car [75],

etc. However, these systems can suffer from various ethical
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issues: i) they are often accused to lack transparency, ii) their

outputs are often not explainable, iii) they might infringe the

privacy of multiple stakeholders, and iv) they are claimed to

be unfair towards certain groups of the population.

Problem focus. We focus on the unfairness of such data-

driven decision-support systems arising from uncontrolled

biases. For instance, the Amazon screening system exhib-

ited an unfair gender bias, while the COMPAS system was

accused of being racist [34]. These issues recently came to

prominence due to reports in public media and rulings such

as the European Union General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) [126], while also recently mentioned in the Seattle

Report on Database Research [14].

Data-driven decision support systems have a data man-

agement component and a data analytic component, which

typically utilizes machine learning models. One of the main

sources of the unfairness of such systems lies in biases within

the data on which the decision models are trained [66]. The
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Fig. 1 Overview of the paper structure. After performing a survey of the state-of-the-art in various communities tackling issues of fairness and bias

in some relation to machine learning, we identify research gaps and propose a set of research challenges for the data management communities

machine learning model of the COMPAS system might have

been trained on a dataset imbalanced with respect to a pro-

tected attribute such as race, and hence, the decision model

trained on it makes more errors for the underrepresented

minority class. The Amazon system might have been trained

on a dataset of previous hiring decisions where men have a

higher chance of receiving positive decisions, and thus the

decision model also exhibits a skewed distribution towards

men. These biases are often not detected unless a deployed

system behaves unfairly towards a subgroup of the popula-

tion.

Motivation. Works stemming from the machine learning and

data mining communities have started to tackle unfairness

from certain angles like evaluating the outputs of trained

models [211]; and mitigating unfairness by post-processing

the outputs of the system [33,40,70], or modifying the train-

ing process of the inference algorithms [23,41,59,89,96,140,

167,180], or pre-processing the training data [54,68,69,112,

207]. Nonetheless, most of these approaches do not focus

on the root cause of unfair systems—uncontrolled biases in

the training data—but on the data analytics aspects. Further-

more, it is pointed out that they are not easily accessible and

applicable by practitioners to real-life cases [74,172].

We believe that more extensive works on bias should be

undertaken by the data management community, and this

paper highlights the research gaps towards that goal. Our

focus is on data-driven systems that have a machine learning

component for decision making, and the biases that arise from

these systems. It allows us to scope our work to a subset of

decision-support systems and to identify concrete gaps for

these types of systems, while encompassing all data man-

agement research that discusses bias and unfairness since

machine learning models do use data.

Approach. We survey data management and other computer

science literature on fairness separately. For this, we high-

light and discuss: 1) quantitative overview of the research,

2) research topics, 3) methods and their limitations. We con-

tinue with a gap analysis that outlines issues and possible

solution spaces to tackle unfairness from a data-management

perspective, arguing that bias and unfairness should be a cen-

tral topic in data management. Additionally, we propose a

novel approach addressing several of these gaps by intro-

ducing requirements-driven bias and fairness constraints into

database management systems. In Fig. 1, we summarize in

details the steps that we take to achieve the contributions

discussed below.
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Contributions. With this survey, we aim to foster the inter-

est of the data management community in unfairness in

data-driven decision-support systems by presenting state-

of-the-art literature in various fields. We also identify gaps

in current data management research which, if addressed,

should bring systems closer to a fair state. We discuss those

gaps and provide directions for future data management

work. This survey paper is both a research proposition and a

call to this community to address such fairness challenges, as

some of them are the result of uncontrolled data management

activities, while others would be best addressed by adopting

existing data management works.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

– We outline the state-of-the-art of computer science

domains actively working on bias and unfairness

(Sects. 4, 5).

– We systematically survey existing research on bias and

unfairness issues related to data management (Sect. 7)

– We identify bias and unfairness-related research gaps

(Sect. 8) in data management and propose new research

directions (Sect. 9) and challenges (Sect. 10).

2 Background: bias, unfairness and decision
support systems

In this section, we set the context of the literature survey by

outlining the current formulation of the problem and show-

casing industry practices on the topic.

2.1 Terminology

We assume that there is a function at the core of a data-driven

decision-support system that applies labels (representing

decisions) to data instances (representing cases), mimicking

an intelligent (human) decision-making process. This func-

tion is typically a machine learning model (like a classifier,

regression, or a ranking algorithm, etc.) trained on labelled

data and exposed to unseen instances after deployment.

Decisions, whether made by people or systems, may show

bias. A bias is observed if data instances belonging to cer-

tain classes show a systematically different label distribution

compared to instances belonging to other classes. Classes

group data instances that relate to the same conceptual types,

which is typically expressed by sharing certain attribute val-

ues (e.g. data instances representing females, data instances

associated with a negative or positive target label, etc.). Thus,

a bias is a statistical statement on class distributions, and

it relies on the human judgment if a given bias is indeed

problematic or not; some biases can be non-problematic or

irrelevant, while others would require intermediate interven-

tion. We will formalize this further in later sections.

We propose this general statistical definition of bias to

address machine learning applications, while remaining in

accordance with previous definitions: For instance, Olteanu

et al. [127] define data biases as “a systematic distortion

in the sampled data that compromises its representative-

ness”, where the distortion in our definition is referred to

by mentioning the difference between classes. Many notions

of unfairness in decision-support systems [19] (see the sur-

vey of definitions and metrics in Sect. 4) are also based on

some notions of inequality between groups (or classes).

Some biases can be desired and part of correct system

functionality. For instance, in a system that predicts the

likelihood of a criminal offender to re-offend, the class of

individuals who actually re-offend should indeed be system-

atically attributed a higher probability to re-offend than the

class of individuals who did not (as we see bias as a systemic

difference in class-label distribution). While our example is

simplified and allows to talk about “desired bias”, we would

like to warn the reader of the complexity of this idea in prac-

tice. Indeed, the data attributes and target labels that are used

in practice in datasets are often distorted proxies for the actual

notion to infer, or for the targeted use of the system, hence

the observed bias might not be meaningful.

An undesired bias is a bias that is considered problematic,

possibly unfair by the stakeholders of the system or other

persons impacted by the system. Typically, this is observed

when biases relate to protected attributes of sensitive nature.

Defining protected attributes is often the result of an ongo-

ing societal or ethical discussion, and protected attributes

can emerge or change over time. For example, the COM-

PAS system [133] was accused of being racist towards Black

defendants (i.e. “race” is a protected attribute in this case),

as the rate at which it incorrectly inferred that certain Black

defendants would recidivate was significantly higher than

the same rate for White defendants. Stoyanovich et al. [177]

explain through the informal mirror metaphor that a bias

(here what we term undesired bias) arises either when a sys-

tem’s outputs or the data reflect the world situation (with the

idea that generally, data reflect the world), but this situation

is not desirable; or when a system’s outputs or data differ

from the current world situation due to errors in the mea-

surement process. In our example, the bias is an example of

the second type, where the model’s inferences are differing

from the world situation (actual recidivism).

Lastly, an unimportant bias is detectable by statistical

tools as a systematic difference in label distribution across

classes, but societal discourse does not see these classes as

sensitive and the resulting bias as problematic. For instance,

the COMPAS system ignores age bias: even though there

might be a systematic age bias in the system’s decisions, this

bias has been explicitly considered not important by the law-

makers (in this case, “age” was stated to be not a protected

attribute by the system designers—however, over time, the
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view on this could change and “age” could also be seen as

a protected attribute and thus making an observed age bias

undesired). In general, bias is unimportant when it refers to

classes defined by attributes that are meaningless for the con-

text at hand, such as T-shirt colour, or shoe shape.

These biases observed in the outputs of a system are usu-

ally traced back to the data that are fed to the underlying

machine learning model at training and deployment time, or

to the machine learning algorithm that is employed.

2.2 Current practices

The typical development workflow for a data-driven decision-

support system [141,142] follows a traditional software

engineering approach. Typically, no explicit consideration

about bias or unfairness is included in this process. Many

modern real-life decision-support systems are based on

machine learning algorithms that are trained and tuned on

training data, and evaluated using test data [55,65,133]. These

datasets typically contain (historic) examples of cases and

their decisions (e.g. photos and their labels, job applica-

tions and their evaluations, etc.). Often, the training focus

is on accuracy and can be captured by metrics like precision,

recall, or F1-scores [190]. After deploying a trained system,

unfairness issues may arise during its operation [74]. It is

not uncommon that this is the first time the system develop-

ers become aware that their system might treat certain cases

unfairly in a systematic manner (by for example implicitly

discriminating with respect to race, social class, or other pro-

tected attributes). Often, this is a direct result of optimizing

the system for high accuracy scores with the given training

and test data sets, while not including bias-related constraints

into data collection and training.

As an example, consider a bank that uses data about their

customers, their behaviours, and previous banking habits to

build a system predicting if a customer would default on

a loan. This system would then be used to recommend or

even decide if a customer will be granted a loan. Unfair-

ness could arise when certain categories of the population

might have been discriminated against in the past (not always

purposefully) and hence are also discriminated against by

a system trained on historical decision data. If the train-

ing data have not been investigated for unfair biases and

the trained machine learning model has not been evaluated

for unfairness, such unfairness would only be discovered at

deployment time, when certain customers would be treated

unfairly.

After such unfair behaviour is detected [74,172,190], the

system designers often try to correct it by focusing on the

class for which most complaints were raised: a new inference

model with an architecture correcting unfairness could be

trained, or an additional decision layer to correct the models’

outputs for fairness (Sect. 4) could be added. This requires

in-depth knowledge and experience in the machine learning

fairness literature, freedom on the choice of inference mod-

els, and computing resources to train additional models. The

current process is costly and time-consuming. Also, unfair

decisions of the deployed system incur allocation harms and

potentially further damages like media outrages.

3 Data analytics: survey approach

In this section, we explain how we proceeded to the survey

of research on bias and unfairness outside data management,

research that mainly focuses on the data analytics aspects of

data-driven decision-support systems.

3.1 Methodology for the selection of papers

Our survey is based on a list of the different computer sci-

ence domains that we consider to be working on topics

related to the unfairness of decision-support systems, either

because they use such systems, or because they have parts

of such systems as an object of their research. This list

is the following: machine learning, data mining, computer

vision, natural language processing, recommender systems,

computer-human interaction, human computation, software

engineering, data management, and the interdisciplinary FAT

(Fairness, Accountability, Transparency) conferences (i.e.

FAT* and AIES). For each of these domains, we retrieved

papers of the main conferences (e.g. NeurIPS, KDD, CVPR,

ACL, CHI, HCOMP) related to unfairness using two search

engines (Google Scholar and DBLP). The approach to this

was twofold: 1) using unfairness-related keywords and the

name of the domain, 2) using unfairness-related keywords

and restricting the search to a list of the main venues of

each domain. The list of keywords can be found in Sect. 7.

We reviewed the retrieved research papers from the different

domains, compiled a list of major research topics currently

addressed, and identified the main solutions proposed and

their limitations. In this section, we do not cite all of the

papers but only a selection of popular ones as there would be

too many publications.

3.2 General overview

The literature on bias within data-driven decision support

systems spans a wide range of topics. The applications of

these systems are diverse. These can be to support mak-

ing decisions about individuals (e.g. deciding whether an

offender’s jail sentence should be extended based on its

likelihood to recidivism, deciding whether to give a loan

to someone based on their likelihood to reimburse it, etc.).

In these cases, the systems are often trained on structured

data about the individuals to make a decision on (e.g. data
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about the number of previous reimbursed loans, data about

the number of crimes the offender previously committed,

demographic data, etc.), but also sometimes on image or text

data (e.g. deciding whether someone should get a treatment

based on the description of their symptoms, deciding whether

a scene is violent and police should be sent based on an image

of the scene). It can also be to provide new knowledge for

a later decision on someone or something, generally based

on images (e.g. classifying whether someone is a doctor or a

nurse based on their picture) or text (e.g. deciding whether a

sentence is toxic).

In the next section, when it is not mentioned, we report

works that mostly tackle applications using structured data,

as research on unfairness for other types of data is more

recent, and hence not all research outcomes are directly appli-

cable to such data.

3.3 Main research directions

From our analysis of literature, we identified six main direc-

tions of research on unfairness and bias, which generally

correspond to the perspective that different research com-

munities have on the issue. While research starts with both

the machine learning and data mining communities to define,

formalize and measure unfairness, it then splits into two main

directions—even though certain approaches are overlapping:

either identifying cases on unfairness in datasets, or devel-

oping ways to mitigate the unfairness when such datasets

are used jointly with machine learning techniques for data

analytics.

Stemming from the software engineering community and

its recent interest in machine-learning-based systems, testing

unfairness in the outputs of software is another develop-

ing direction. Finally, the human–computer interaction and

the crowdsourcing communities started as well to develop

an interest in the topic, respectively, in understanding how

humans perceive the unfairness of data-driven decision-

support systems, and in investigating how humans might

create certain of the biases that are found in the outputs of

the systems.

As no other research community was identified with

other research directions relevant to any case of data-driven

decision-support systems, that is following these six direc-

tions that we organize our survey. In the last subsection, we

mention other works that have not been widely adopted by

computer science research yet.

4 Data analytics: state of the art

The goal of this section is to provide an overview of the

current research topics and related state-of-the-art in the gen-

eral computer science literature on bias and unfairness. We

perform this survey through the lens of decision-support sys-

tems where bias and unfairness problems are currently most

prevalent, i.e. where decisions suggested by the systems can

be perceived as unfair or discriminating by certain stakehold-

ers.

This section will serve as a foundation for our survey into

bias in data management introduced in Sect. 7, where we

map the topics found in general computer science literature

to the common data management workflow of most decision-

support systems to identify research gaps.

4.1 Definitions andmetrics

Most works first propose definitions and metrics to quantify

unfair situations, often based on definitions of discrimination

in law.1

4.1.1 Overview

The mathematical definitions vary depending on the type of

decision-support system: classification, ranking, regression,

recommendation, etc.; but also based on underlying fairness

notions like group fairness, individual fairness, or causal fair-

ness [191].

Recently, new notions of fairness (e.g. multi-sided fair-

ness [31]) involving more than one type of stakeholder and

protected group were proposed for recommender systems:

recommendations could be fair not only for the clients but

also for the reviewers or providers of a service [102], or also

for items presented in the system [84,90,170,210].

New fairness notions could be identified from social sci-

ences in order to make the systems more aligned with actual

fairness values. Many of the proposed fairness definitions and

metrics have multiple limitations [79]. For instance, group

fairness does not account for unfairness within a given group

and hence, individual fairness was later proposed by Dwork et

al. [49]. The fairness definitions are mostly based on equal-

ity notions of fairness, but others might be more relevant

for certain use-cases (e.g. affirmative actions [123], equity,

need [58]). Besides, the identification of unfair situations

through causality is also exploited by Madras et al. [115].

Indeed, most definitions rely on notions of correlations and

not causation, whereas the ultimate goal of the systems and

the metrics is to support making decisions ideally based on

causal arguments.

4.1.2 Fairness metrics

Here, we give examples of the main mathematical definitions

and metrics of fairness used for classification tasks.

1 A survey and comparison of these definitions is in Zliobaite [211].
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All definitions and metrics assume the preliminary defi-

nition of a protected and a non-protected group of records

(usually each record refers to a different individual) defined

over the values of one or multiple sensitive attributes (also

called protected attributes). For instance, in the aforemen-

tioned bank example, each record would represent a client

of the bank with the attributes representing the information

about this client. A sensitive attribute could be the gender,

nationality, or age of the client. A protected group could be

defined as all the clients whose age is between 15 and 25

years old, or as all the female clients whose age is in this

interval. In the rest of this section, for the sake of clarity, we

will take as a non-protected group the male clients, and as a

protected group any other client. Most existing metrics only

handle having one protected group and the rest of the records

being aggregated into the non-protected group.

The definitions and metrics also require knowing the label

the classifier predicted for each record (e.g. a positive pre-

diction when a loan is granted and a negative prediction

otherwise).

Most definitions rely on the comparison of statistical mea-

sures, and more specifically on checking equality of multiple

probabilities, while the unfairness is quantified either by

computing the difference or ratio of these probabilities. The

definitions and metrics differ in the underlying values of

fairness that they reflect, and on the exact measures and infor-

mation required to compute them.

Group Fairness. Group fairness based on predicted labels.

The first group of metrics only require knowledge of the pre-

dictions of a classifier for each record in a dataset and the

membership of each record to the protected or non-protected

group at stake. An example of such a metric is statistical

parity[49]. Statistical parity is verified if the records in both

the protected and unprotected groups have an equal proba-

bility to receive a positive outcome. An extension of such

metric is the conditional statistical parity [40] which is ver-

ified when the above probabilities are equal, conditioned on

another attribute.

In our bank example, the model would be considered fair

according to this definition if the male applicants and the

other applicants would have the same probability of being

labelled as likely to repay the loan given all other attributes

are equal.

Group fairness based on predicted labels and ground truth

labels. The second group of metrics requires knowing both

the classifier predictions and the ideal label that a record

should be associated with. A classifier is fair according to

these metrics when a measure of accuracy or error computed

independently for the protected and the non-protected groups

is equal across groups. This measure can be the true positive

rate, the true negative rate, the false positive rate, the false

negative rate, the sum of the true positive, and false positive

rates (named equalized odds [70]), the error rate, or the pos-

itive predicted value, the negative predictive value, the false

discovery rate, the false omission rate, or ratios of errors (e.g.

ratios of false negatives on false positives) [38]. All these met-

rics have different ethical implications outlined in Verma et

al. [191].

In our example, a model would be fair based on these

definitions if the selected measure of accuracy or error rate

is the same for both male and female clients. For instance,

for the true negative rate, the model would be fair when

the probability for male clients labelled as likely to default

to actually default is equal to this probability for the non-

protected group. For the definition based on recall, the model

would be fair if the recall is the same for male and other

clients, i.e. if the proportion of male clients being wrongly

labelled as likely to default among male clients that would

actually repay the loan is the same as for the clients of the

protected group.

Group fairness based on prediction probabilities and

ground-truth label. The third group of metrics requires know-

ing the prediction probabilities of the classifier and the ideal

label. For instance, calibration [95] is verified when for any

predicted probability score, the records in both groups have

the same probability to receive a positive prediction. For our

example, this would mean that for any given probability score

between 0 and 1, the clients getting this score belonging to

the protected and non-protected groups should all have the

same likelihood of actually repaying the loan.

These conceptions of fairness all take the point of view of

different stakeholders. While the recall-based definition sat-

isfies what the bank clients would ask themselves—“what

is my probability to be incorrectly rejected?”—, the true

negative rate-based definition better fits the bank point of

view—“of my clients that I decided to reject, how many

would have actually repaid my loan?”. The statistical par-

ity metric could be considered to take the society viewpoint

as supported by regulations in some countries—“is the set

of people to whom a loan is granted demographically bal-

anced?”.

Individual Fairness. Another set of metrics, often named

individual fairness metrics in opposition to the above met-

rics that compare measures computed on groups (referred

to as group fairness metrics), relies on the idea that simi-

lar individuals should be treated similarly independently of

their membership to one of the groups. The computation of

such metrics requires the knowledge of each attribute that

defines the similarity between records, and the knowledge of

the classification outputs.

Fairness through unawareness [100] is associated with

the idea that the sensitive attribute should not be used in the

prediction process. In our example, this would simply mean

that the gender of the clients is not used by the model, either

during training or deployment.
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Causal discrimination [56] is verified when the outputs

of a classifier are the same for individuals who are repre-

sented with the same attribute values for all attributes except

the sensitive attributes. Two bank clients asking for the same

loan, having similar financial and employment situations, and

simply differing on their gender should receive the same pre-

dictions from a model.

Finally, fairness through awareness [49] is verified when

the distance between the output distributions of the differ-

ent records is lower than the distance between these records.

The different bank clients, all being more or less similar,

should receive predictions that follow the same order of sim-

ilarity, i.e. two clients being similar according to the metric

employed should receive predictions that are under this high

similarity measure, while two clients being farther apart can

receive predictions that are not necessarily as similar as the

two previous ones.

Generally, the underlying idea behind these notions of

individual fairness is that group fairness notions do not allow

to take into account unfairness that could arise within the

groups, contrary to these new notions. Essentially, group

fairness reflects averages over sets of individuals—if the

averages across groups are similar, then the model is con-

sidered fair—while individual fairness is interested in each

of the individuals and how they are treated in comparison

with all other individuals—while a group average might seem

high, two individuals within the same group might receive

disparate treatment, which in average look fair. In our exam-

ple, an unfairness measure such as disparate impact could

be low, meaning that both male and female clients are given

similar percentages of loans, indicating that the model is fair.

However, under this measure, two female clients having sim-

ilar financial status could be treated differently, one receiving

the loan and the other not, as in average the measure could

still be close to the one for the male group. That is the type

of issue that individual fairness metrics target.

“Combinations” of Metrics. Kearns et al. [91] showed that

both group fairness and individual fairness metrics present

important limitations in scenarios where multiple protected

groups are defined over the intersection of multiple sensitive

attributes, despite these scenarios being the most common

ones in practice. Typically, the metrics might not account for

unfairness issues in certain intersectional groups. In reaction

to such limitations, they introduced a new set of metrics that

rely on combining the underlying ideas of both group and

individual fairness, and a new set of algorithms to optimize

machine learning classifiers for them.

Causal Fairness. A last set of metrics relies on causal

relations between records and predictions and requires the

establishment of a causal graph [93]. For instance, counter-

factual fairness [100] is verified when the predictions do not

depend on a descendent of the protected attribute node in the

graph. In our example, using such metrics would require pro-

viding a causal graph, where the protected attribute would be

one of the nodes and would entail, verifying that the node

representing the loan acceptance/rejection decision is not

dependent on the protected attribute node.

4.1.3 Conflicting perceptions of fairness

While there exists all these mathematical fairness definitions

and metrics, they tend to be conflicting and it is impossi-

ble to comply with all of them simultaneously, as shown by

Chouldechova et al. [38]. Consequently, few papers [18,62,

105,106,195] study how the fairness of data-driven decision-

support systems is perceived in order to choose the most

relevant definitions taking into account stakeholders’ pref-

erences and mathematical trade-offs. Srivastava et al. [173]

show that one simple definition of fairness (demographic par-

ity) solely matches the expectations of users of hypothetical

systems. Conversely, Lee et al. [105,106] and Grappiolo et

al. [62] show that different stakeholders might value differ-

ent and possibly multiple notions of fairness (e.g. efficient,

egalitarian, or equalitarian allocations).

Biases of the end-users of the systems are also investigated

since their decisions informed by the predictions impact

the (un)fairness of the systems. For example, Zhang et al.,

Solomon et al. and Peng et al. [138,169,209] study how cog-

nitive biases of the systems’ users influence how they use the

outputs of the systems to make the final decision. Peng et

al. [138] show in the context of candidate hiring that the final

human decision might be gender-biased by the proportion of

male/female candidates exhibited by the algorithm.

4.2 Identification of bias and unfairness

4.2.1 Data mining research

Many data mining papers, dating from 2008 to 2016,

deal with discovering and measuring discrimination within

datasets, the results being potentially useful for “debugging”

the datasets for later training machine learning models. They

investigate scenarios of direct and indirect discrimination,

further complicated by additional privacy concerns [151] and

cases where the protected attributes are unavailable.

Methods. At first, methods relied on learning rules based

on the dataset features potentially used for making the

decisions, and on identifying features leading to discrimina-

tion [137,152]. Later, situation testing was used to account

for justified differences in decisions concerning individuals

from different protected groups [112]. “Unlike hypothesis

testing, where a statistical analysis is adopted to confirm

a predetermined hypothesis of discrimination, the aim of

discrimination discovery is to unveil contexts of possible

discrimination.” [150]. Certain papers combine data mining
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methods with additional statistical testing in order to verify

the potential discrimination situations discovered [154].

Example. In our bank example, rules would be mined from

the available dataset with the target label as consequent and

other dataset attributes as antecedent.

A rule would be potentially discriminatory with direct dis-

crimination if the antecedent contains one or more protected

attributes. Actual direct discrimination would then be verified

by setting a threshold α, and comparing it to the difference

of rule confidence, for rules with and without the protected

attributes—if the difference exceeds α, that would mean that

the protected attributes have a strong effect on the rule and

hence there is direct discrimination.

Let us use the following highly simplified rules for the

sake of giving an example: (permanent job, low amount loan

→ medium risk not to repay, confidence 0.1) and (perma-

nent job, low amount loan, woman → medium risk not to

repay, confidence 0.6). If the difference between the two

confidences (here α = 6) is deemed important with regard

to discrimination, then the second rule would be deemed

directly discriminating: for instance if α = 3, then it is not

discriminatory, while with α = 7, it is.

As for indirect discrimination, it manifests in certain

cases when a rule is not potentially discriminatory as its

antecedents do not contain a protected attribute. If back-

ground knowledge is available about the context of the data,

and protected attributes are shown to be connected to the

antecedents within this knowledge, then the rule might be

indirectly discriminating.

An example of such would be if a rule such as perma-

nent job, low amount loan, district1234 → medium risk not

to repay was found with high confidence, and from prior

human knowledge, we would also know that the rule dis-

trict1234 → Black community holds with high confidence.

Then, proposed algorithms could estimate the confidence of

the rule permanent job, low amount loan, district1234, Black

community → medium risk not to repay, and identify it as

discriminatory.

4.2.2 Research onmultimedia applications

Natural language processing. Natural language processing

(NLP) [182] focuses on social, undesired biases usually

related to gender or race. For example, text completion

models are shown to perform better on text from majority

languages such as Standard-American English than on text

from socially restricted dialects such as African-American

English. These works usually identify undesired biases from

their knowledge around the context of the application and

propose methods to quantify these biases, often through the

use of semi-synthetic datasets.

Computer vision. On the contrary, in computer vision, most

papers tackle systematic dataset biases that are not neces-

sarily related to human values but to properties of the world,

such as image extrinsic properties like illumination [117,197]

or image quality [168], or intrinsic properties like the back-

ground when classifying the sentiment of a picture [134] or

the actions represented in images [108], or properties of the

object to detect such as face orientation [98], or object scale

in scene recognition [73].

Some works, however, investigate the diversity of the

samples with regard to their cultural provenance for object

detection tasks [166] or to protected attributes (e.g. gender

bias in text for image captioning [71]). For instance, facial

recognition models were shown to be trained on datasets

which do not necessarily reflect the diversity of the popu-

lations on which the models are applied to, leading to an

imbalance of accuracy for the different populations [30,174].

It is shown that these bias issues impact the performance

and generalization of the trained models to new samples and

datasets [92,185].

4.3 Mitigation of bias and unfairness

4.3.1 Works dealing with tabular data

Mitigation methods decrease the unwanted biases in the out-

puts of the decision-support systems, consequently decreas-

ing unfairness. When the input consists of tabular data, these

methods can be divided into three categories that focus on

different parts of the systems [19]: dataset pre-processing,

in-algorithm treatment, and post-processing of the outputs.

While the literature does not provide guidance in the selec-

tion of the method to apply, it seems to primarily depend

on the notion of fairness to optimize for, and on the actual

context of the application. For instance, certain developers

might only have access to the machine learning models and

then would apply in-algorithm methods, while data engineers

might have the opportunity to transform the data before any

kind of learning, which supports an earlier tackling of biases.

Mitigation through dataset pre-processing. For pre-pro-

cessing, Luong et al. [112] propose a method that is inspired

from situation testing, an experimental legal procedure to

identify discrimination, in order to identify and later modify

discriminative data labels. Zhang et al. [207] bring the ideas

to use causal graphs to identify significant cases of unfairness,

and to remove unfairness in the data through constrained

optimization in order to maintain both utility and fairness

of the dataset. Feldman et al. [54] propose data repairing

methods. Hajian et al. [68,69] target simultaneously fairness

and privacy preservation in datasets through an optimization

algorithm.

Mitigation through in-algorithm treatment. Algorithmic mod-

ifications of the training process mostly focus on adjusting the

loss function of machine learning models through the addi-

tion of regularization terms to include the selected notions of
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fairness, for classification [41,89,140], for ranking [59,167],

for matching tasks [96,180], but also recently in the context

of recommender systems [23].

Mitigation through output post-processing. Post-processing

relies on the idea that model’s predictions can be made fair

by defining specific thresholds that transform the continuous

outputs of the inference model into binary labels [40,70].

Specific methods vary in order to adapt to the specific group

fairness metrics to optimize for, and sometimes to provide

the option to defer the decision to the human operator [33].

4.3.2 Works dealing with multimedia data

In multimedia data research, we mainly identify two types

of methods for mitigating biases. These are either pertaining

to dataset pre-processing, or to in-algorithm treatment. These

works are generally more recent and less numerous than for

tabular data.

In computer vision, in order to make the outputs of the

systems less biased, datasets are often modified to increase

the diversity of present objects and extrinsic properties (e.g.

collection or transformation of data samples, creation of syn-

thetic datasets [98]). However, the goal of these efforts is

typically to improve model performance, not necessarily fair

treatment of certain classes. This is for example addressed by

Amini et al. and Quadrianto et al. [6,143] who introduce fair

feature representations that hide protected attributes. Directly

controlling fairness in computer vision datasets is not a major

topic yet [48,202].

Natural language processing [182] typically modifies the

training dataset (semi-manual data augmentation or annota-

tion of samples with protected attributes), the embeddings of

the samples as these have been shown to integrate unwanted

biases from the large corpora of text on which they are

trained, or the inference models. A more detailed account

of these methods is given in [182].

4.4 Testing for bias and unfairness

4.4.1 Tabular data

Few works focus on evaluating the fairness of machine

learning-based data-driven decision-support systems at deploy-

ment time, i.e. when ground truth for the new data samples

is not known.

Galhotra et al., Angell et al., Udeshi et al. and Aggarwal

et al. [3,7,56,186] propose test-suites to evaluate the fairness

of software that relies on machine learning models, focus-

ing on individual unfairness and developing methodologies

for auto-generation of test inputs. For instance, the Aequitas

framework [155] first proceeds to a random sampling of the

input space to generate test cases, then the samples that are

identified as discriminatory are used to further generate more

test cases, by adding perturbations to these samples. In this

case, it is not needed to know the ground truth, only the

comparison between the model’s inferences for the similar

generated samples is important. Certain methodologies can

identify more or fewer discrimination cases.

In contrast, Albarghouthi et al. [4] adopt a program-

ming language perspective: they propose a way to formally

verify whether certain decision-making programs satisfy a

given fairness criterion (group or individual fairness) through

encoding fairness definitions into probabilistic properties.

4.4.2 Multimedia data

For multimedia data, the same metrics are used as for tab-

ular data. The difference, however, lays in that the required

information to compute the metrics, such as the protected

attributes, are often not readily available and often impossi-

ble to extract easily solely from looking at the data samples

(for instance, it is questionable whether race or gender can

be annotated simply by looking at the picture of someone

without knowing the person). Additional context or exper-

tise might be required, such as in the cases of annotating the

dialects employed in text samples or the race of the person

who wrote the samples.

In computer vision, a few manually created benchmarks

such as Gender Shades of Buolamwini et al. [30] are used to

test specific applications like face detection.

In natural language processing, Sun et al. [182] explain

that biases are quantified either by measuring associations

between terms related to protected attributes, or by comput-

ing the prediction error of the data-driven decision-support

system for the different subgroups represented by the pro-

tected attributes. This often requires generating data samples

where the protected attribute is controlled to perform a sys-

tematic evaluation, especially because a large set of protected

attributes can be considered in these spaces.

4.5 Bias in crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is an essential component of many machine

learning data-driven decision-support system workflows. It

allows to collect data samples, or to label these samples so

as to create ground truth labels to train the machine learning

models on. From our analysis of existing works, we identify

two meanings and research directions around bias in crowd-

sourcing. Closer to our topic, bias here refers to the way labels

are attributed to data samples by annotators who project their

own biases in the annotations. Another meaning, however,

refers more to unfairness, and the pay inequality of various

annotators among each other or compared to the minimum

pay in their respective countries.
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4.5.1 Biased annotations

Collecting “unbiased” data samples (biases from the data col-

lection) and data labels (biases from the crowd workers like

the biases in descriptions of people’s pictures [130–132]) or

identifying biases in datasets using crowdsourcing have been

investigated with the purpose of later training machine learn-

ing models with such data. For example, Supheakmungkol

et al. and Hu et al. [76,77], respectively, propose a platform

to obtain representative data samples and labels for various

machine learning tasks (e.g. translation, computer vision,

etc.) and a workflow to discover biases in image datasets.

For labels, methods to mitigate crowd worker biases

are proposed: leveraging psychology and social computing

theory [184] for political social media content; resolving

disagreement in mined resources such as data from social

media [64], or review ratings of items [109]; disambiguating

biases from the task design [51,88]; and allocating crowd

workers based on their demographics [17].

The effects of these biases on the outputs of machine learn-

ing models (e.g. unfairness as exclusion of opinions [15])

have not been studied extensively.

4.5.2 Unfair crowdsourcing tasks

Another research direction is the investigation of unfairness

towards crowd workers. For example, Boyarskaya et al. [116]

propose a scheme to pay workers fairly as a function of

their work accuracy and the crowdsourcing task goals (max-

imum cost, minimum overall accuracy). A crowdsourcing

plug-in [17] to allocate crowd workers based on their demo-

graphics and the related minimum wage is also investigated.

4.6 Other focuses

Analysing the publications we retrieved from our systematic

survey, we identify a few other emergent research directions,

that have been developed to less extent until now, but that we

believe are relevant to our topic, since they indirectly inform

on issues around bias and unfairness either in the general

development of the systems or in the data that could be used

for these systems.

4.6.1 “Fair” software engineering

Other lines of work within computer science research are

also interested in fairness. We specifically highlight works on

designing methods to develop fairer software [107,192], cop-

ing with software designer biases [32,81,94,148,162,193],

fair processes to design software [25,58,145]. For instance,

German et al. [58] see code reviewing as a decision pro-

cess where codes from different categories of population

might be more or less often accepted, Rahman et al. and Bird

et al. [25,145] point out that bug-fix datasets are biased due to

historical decisions of the engineers producing data samples.

Other papers such as [16,22,24,61,80,136,165,189] reflect on

how projects (data science process, creation of fairness defi-

nitions) are conducted and how unfairness is seen and might

arise in general from the problem formulation perspective.

Inspired by these works, in Sect. 9, we also propose

expanding the software engineering process of data-driven

applications with additional fairness requirements.

4.6.2 Application-focused adaptation of the works on bias

and unfairness

Certain works focus on bias and unfairness identifica-

tion and mitigation methods for specific applications such as

text analysis—e.g. Diaz et al. [44] address age bias in senti-

ment analysis—social media news and existing polarization

biases [45], fairness in self-driving vehicles [75], text pro-

cessing [104]), web information systems and biases arising

from them [43,110,121,125,135,144,149,163,171].

Certain of these works are especially important for the goal

of developing fair decision-support systems since they raise

awareness of potentially biased sources of data, that are later

used to train the machine learning models. For example, Das

et al. and Quattrone et al. [43,144] show that user-generated

content on Web platforms is biased towards certain demo-

graphics of the population due to the varied proportions

of activity these demographics have (e.g. OpenStreetMap

contributions are mostly from male users). We foresee this

will have an impact on decision systems trained on datasets

crawled from these platforms since the samples would be

biased.

4.6.3 Human–computer interaction research

Certain researchers from the human–computer interaction

community work on identifying the needs of data and

machine learning practitioners in relation to new unfairness

issues that arise from the application of data-driven decision

support systems in real-life scenarios both for public and

private sectors [74,190].

Besides, the Fairness, Accountability, Transparency (FAT*)

community is also interested in problems related to social

sciences, like the impact of publicly pointing out biases

in company software [146], or the influence of decision-

making systems on populations [124]. These works outline

new research challenges for which technical processes and

tools could be further developed.
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5 Data analytics: limitations

In this section, we highlight the main limitations of current

works on bias and unfairness, as they are argued by different

research communities.

5.1 Limitations within each research direction

The topics of the previous subsections each bear certain lim-

itations and research challenges.

Methods for identifying, testing, and mitigating biases do

not allow for the development of fully fair and accurate sys-

tems and do not enable understanding where the unwanted

biases come from in the systems for each of the different

unfairness metrics. Besides, these methods are only adapted

to increase fairness scores as measured by current metrics,

but a system fair according to one metric might not be fair

for humans, as existing fairness definitions do not align fully

with human perceptions of unfairness.

Also, due to the impossibility theorems between multiple

metrics, there is currently no solution to build systems that

are considered fair with regard to multiple metrics, whereas

the combination of multiple metrics might be closer to the

human notions of fairness. Methods do not all handle well

intersectionality—when fairness is defined over the combi-

nation of multiple protected attributes— whereas this is a

closer notion of fairness than formalizations over single pro-

tected attributes.

Finally, existing methods almost all assume the prior

knowledge of the protected attributes, but this assumption

might not hold in practice.

As for crowdsourcing works, not all biases coming from

crowd workers are known from researchers or dataset devel-

opers until now, and hence they are not all dealt with when

creating datasets.

5.2 Limitations in the choice of directions

Besides the above challenges tied in with the current

approach of the issue that centers around machine learning

algorithms, more general limitations are highlighted by cer-

tain works.

Mainly, the human–computer interaction community [74]

suggests conducting more research to bridge the gap between

existing machine learning methods and their applicability by

industry practitioners. Works with professionals have been

conducted to understand industry needs to deal with unfair-

ness and bias and compared to existing research, showing

that both bias mitigation and evaluation methods might not

be adapted to real uses. Also, the software engineering com-

munity suggests taking a step back on the development of the

systems to consider fairness in all development and deploy-

ment steps.

We discuss these gaps in more details below.

5.2.1 Algorithms and tools for data bias mitigation

Holstein et al. [74] point out that certain practitioners have

more control on the data collection and curation steps than on

the machine learning algorithm development, but that exist-

ing methods primarily focus on mitigation in the algorithm.

Thus, we later advocate focusing on the data aspect of biases

and unfairness.

Also, frameworks to help the selection of appropriate

unfairness mitigation methods accounting for trade-offs with

other performance measures are needed.

5.2.2 Support for evaluation

Practitioners also lack tools to facilitate the building of rep-

resentative evaluation datasets and to identify and apply

adapted metrics.

Most metrics are adapted for cases of allocative harms

that can arise when the goal of a system is to allocate

resources to multiple stakeholders. They are, however, not

often adapted for representational harms that arise from the

classification of individuals in different categories, or from

the association of individuals to (stereotyped) characteris-

tics. This would be especially relevant in natural language

processing (e.g. word embeddings denoting females are more

closely associated with a number of job categories like maids

and janitors contrary to the male embeddings) and in com-

puter vision (e.g. images representing Black persons are more

often classified as containing violence than images represent-

ing White persons). Also, most metrics assume knowledge

of individual-level features whereas for privacy reasons this

knowledge is often absent.

Besides, many unknown unknowns such as identifying

before implementation or deployment the populations that

could suffer from unfairness remain. Most research assumes

the knowledge of the protected categories of population, gen-

erally coming from legislations, but there might be additional

alarming context-dependent unfairness cases.

5.2.3 Guidance in software engineering

Many research opportunities are foreseen in the software

engineering process in order to build ethics-aligned software.

Roadmaps to develop ethical software are proposed [13,28],

where the needs for methods to build ethical software, to eval-

uate the compatibility of the software with human values, and

to help stakeholders formulate their values are highlighted. In

this direction, Hussain et al. [78] and the IEEE Global Initia-

tive on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems [97],
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respectively, argue for a collaborative framework to create

software design patterns including social values (such values

would be unwanted biases and different types of unfairness in

our case) and for standards on algorithmic biases in order to

provide a development framework that could support the cre-

ation of value-aligned algorithmic software. We believe this

is also highly relevant for the data management community

as, for instance, the data schemas developed in discussion

with stakeholders need to be aligned with the values to inte-

grate into the decision-support systems.

6 Datamanagement: survey approach

In this section, we first explain our survey methodology

for bias and fairness research specifically in data manage-

ment and establish a quantitative research overview. This

will serve as a starting point to identify research gaps in

the next sections. Especially, in the previous sections, we

established the general state-of-the-art in computer science

research, and in the next sections, we compare it to data

management works. Particularly, we investigate the extent

to which data management research has differentiated until

now from other research, with the intuition that more data

management-specific activities should be investigated in the

future. Besides, we map the data management research to the

workflow of decision-support systems to identify important

research gaps.

6.1 Surveymethodology

We surveyed a selection of data management venues for arti-

cles dealing with unfairness. This was conducted between

August 2019 and December 2020, using two search engines

(Google Scholar and DBLP). We retrieved papers using

the keywords “bias”, “fair”, “disparate”, “discrimination”,

“responsible”, “diversity” and “coverage” combined with

OR clauses, appended with constraints on the publication

venues, covering the full publication history of the venues.

The keywords were chosen to encompass as diverse publica-

tions as possible, as we noted that “fairness” is not the only

term used for describing related works, but also notions of

“discrimination”, “bias”, “diversity”, or more general notions

of ethics and responsible computing are employed.

In particular, we included publications from the ACM

TODS, VLDB and TKDE journals, CIDR, ICDT, ICDE,

SSDBM, EDBT, SIGMOD/PODS proceedings and the Data

Engineering Bulletin.2 With snowball sampling, we also

selected the data management papers cited by the initially

retrieved papers.

2 The Data Engineering Bulletin has a full special issue on fair-

ness. [29].

We filtered out the ones not actually addressing fairness

topics of systems where some kind of decision is made,

which relates to human individuals. Excluded papers mostly

concern the fair allocation of computing resources or tasks

between components of a computing system.

In our analysis, we distinguish the type of articles, e.g. full

papers, tutorials, panels, keynotes, etc, but do not exclude any

of them because we noticed that few full papers have been

published, while many discussions on the topic happen either

orally or in shorter papers.

6.2 Quantitative overview

From the quantitative analysis of data management papers

concerning unfairness and bias, we first of all notice that

only 34 papers focus on the problems of biases in data-

driven decision-support systems (DDSS), of which only 17

full papers; other than those, we see that mainly demos (5),

tutorials (3), review papers (3) or vision papers (2) are pre-

sented, next to short papers (2), workshop paper (1), panel

discussion (1), keynote (1). Most of these works have been

published in the last 2 years.

This number is rather low compared to other research

domains in computer science like machine learning, human–

computer interaction, or data mining where unfairness is a

common topic since 2010 and where there are more than a few

hundred papers. While this observation is hardly surprising as

most issues related to unfairness stem from the application

of automated, often machine learning-based, data analysis

techniques to human-related data, we argue that there should

also be algorithm-agnostic bias considerations on the data

management side.

6.3 Main research directions

All of the papers that we retrieved from data management

venues, searching for a wide range of publications related

to unfairness, fall into one of the topics also addressed by

research outside of data management introduced in Sect. 4.

However, two topics identified in Sect. 4 are not covered at

all in data management (perceptions of fairness and testing

of data-driven decision-support systems).

Yet, it is also important to note that several works are

interested in questions of fair rankings, set selections, and

data coverage, that are not discussed specifically in other

disciplines. These questions are of importance for machine

learning workflows where the pre-retrieval of “unbiased”

datasets from databases could be necessary. These works can

also be used independently of any machine learning model,

simply as data analytics tools that provide decisions on data

samples, such as for the tasks of ranking or selecting a limited

number of candidates for job hiring.
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The application areas are diverse; most of the times, the

proposed methods are of a general nature, but sometimes spe-

cific to selected use-cases such as fair web page ranking [37],

fair OLAP queries [157], fairness and trust in multi-agent

systems [194], or fair urban mobility [198].

7 Datamanagement: state of the art

Here, we discuss current related research topics worked on

in the data management community, map them to the top-

ics discussed in the previous sections, and outline the main

existing approaches.

7.1 Definitions

Three papers propose formal definitions of fairness, expand-

ing on existing machine learning and data mining literature.

Yang et al. [203] propose measures of fairness in ranking

tasks, whereas Salimi et al. [161] propose a fairness def-

inition for classification tasks to overcome limitations of

previous definitions solely based on correlations or causal-

ity. Farnadi et al. [52,53] introduce fairness definitions, a

first-order logic language to specify them, and mitigation

methods. They argue that fairness is a concept depending on

relations between the individuals within a dataset.

7.2 Identification

We identify multiple works that relate to the identification of

undesired biases in datasets. These works seem to divide into

three main categories depending on the approach they follow,

and to the problem conditions that they define for themselves.

While the first category of works is close to the data mining

topics discussed in prior sections, the other two—coverage

and unbiased query results—are specific to the data manage-

ment community.

7.2.1 Data mining approaches

Similarly to other data mining works, some papers aim at

identifying biases seen as discrimination within datasets.

The context ranges from datasets of potentially discrimina-

tive historical decisions [67,208], with methods potentially

encoded into the database system [153], to datasets of rank-

ing scenarios [50,60] where unfair treatment towards specific

groups might arise (these groups are not predefined), and

to text datasets [205] where the semantics of certain user-

generated comments might be discriminatory.

7.2.2 Coverage

Another topic related to the identification of biases within

datasets more specific to data management literature is the

notion of data coverage. Coverage relates to the idea that data

samples in a dataset should sufficiently cover the diversity

of items in a universe of discourse [12]. Without adequate

coverage, applications using such datasets might be prone

to discriminative mistakes. For example, certain computer

vision models of Google performing image classification

and object detection have been reported to have mistakenly

labelled a Black woman as “gorilla”, likely because the orig-

inal training dataset did not cover enough images of Black

women.

Dataset coverage characterization and mitigation methods

Asudeh et al. [12] first proposed a formalisation of the cov-

erage problem. They also present and evaluate methods both

to efficiently evaluate the coverage of a dataset with respect

to thresholds set by a practitioner for each dataset attribute,

and to identify the type of data samples that are preferable to

collect to solve the coverage issue accounting for the cost of

data collection. These methods are based on the idea that rep-

resenting a dataset as a pattern graph allows pruning a large

amount of insufficiently covered data patterns represented

as pattern relationships. Their link to coverage can then be

exploited efficiently, instead of linearly traversing the whole

dataset to identify uncovered patterns and to reason about

their relationships.

Moskovitch et al. [122] take a different approach, aiming

at efficiently estimating the number of items fitting different

patterns in a dataset. This is based on pattern profiling and

caching their statistics under resource constraints. Estima-

tion functions estimate the count of any selected pattern with

trade-offs between accuracy and efficiency based on those

cached statistics. Lin et al. [111] argue that one of the main

limitations of many previous works is the assumption that

the considered dataset is constituted only of a single table.

Applying existing methods to a realistic multi-table setup is

shown prohibitively expensive. Instead, the authors propose

a new parallel index scheme and approximate query process-

ing to explore dataset coverage efficiently.

Coverage-informed database queries The previous approaches

aimed at identifying coverage issues in a dataset that was

“found” in a general fashion (as opposed to collected for

a specific application in mind). Other methods focus on a

setup with data present in a data warehouse and propose to

retrieve a subset of the data in such a way that the data verify a

specific application-oriented coverage objective. In this con-

text, Accinelli et al. [2] propose a method to rewrite queries

whose results would violate a specific coverage constraint

into a similar query whose results now fulfil the constraint.

In a similar fashion, Salimi et al. propose a way to identify
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biased results of OLAP queries and rewrite similar queries

to obtain unbiased results [156,157].

Dataset nutritional labels. Some works promote the idea of

creating nutritional labels for datasets, similar to the machine

learning community which proposes to make datasheets

to report on the creation of datasets [57] or to describe

machine learning models [118]. In machine learning, these

datasheets are intended for accountability, easier auditing of

models, or for understanding of the limitations of models or

datasets with respect to generalization abilities to extended

tasks. Nutritional (data) labels in data management take a

lower-level and more in-depth look at the datasets and allow

practitioners to interactively explore dataset distributions to

identify diversity and coverage issues within the datasets

themselves.

Particularly, Sun et al. [181] develop MithraLabel, which

aims at providing flexible nutritional labels for a dataset

to practitioners, showing the distributions of each selected

attribute, functional dependencies between attributes, and the

maximal uncovered patterns. When a dataset is added to the

system, a set of dataset labels that summarize information

about the dataset are shown, such as how representative of

minorities the data is, how correlated the different attributes

are (especially with respect to the protected attributes, the

number of errors (e.g. missing values), etc. In addition to

showing such data, its back-end optimizes for the trade-

off between the amount of information given (through the

widget), and the space the widgets use, by “learning” how

preferable each widget is for different tasks based on logs of

practitioners’ use. Additionally, MithraCoverage [86] allows

interaction with aforementioned coverage methods, e.g. to

filter out the invalid patterns, but also to fix the parameters of

the method such as the coverage threshold, or the attributes

the practitioner wants to investigate particularly.

7.2.3 Unbiased query results

Most previously presented works focus on retrieving a fair

or diverse set of data tuples from a single dataset. Orr et

al. [129] adopt a different setup and problem. They assume

that existing databases are biased in a sense that they might

not accurately reflect the world distributions of samples, and

that practitioners can have additional access to aggregate

datasets which contain information that might reflect the real

distributions. From this new framing of the bias problem, they

propose Themis, a framework that takes as input the original

dataset, the aggregate dataset, and a practitioner’s query, and

outputs results that are automatically debiased by learning

a population’s probabilistic model and reweighting samples

accordingly. This is the first work in the area of open-world

databases that aims at debiasing query results in that sense

of bias.

7.3 Mitigation

Mitigation methods focus on modifying datasets, e.g. for

classification tasks [101,161,183], or ranking tasks [11,63,

101]. Most methods are seen as data repair methods where

the tuples or labels are modified and would merit being uni-

fied with other data cleaning methods as their application

might influence unfairness [183].

We identify three main trends in mitigation methods that

focus either on data or feature representations. Data works

consist in transforming data for classification tasks by relying

on causality notions, or in tackling the problem of retriev-

ing fair, possibly ranked, data subsets. Feature representation

works aim at learning data representations for which the out-

puts of classification tasks are fair. We further explain these

three trends below.

7.3.1 Dataset de-biasing through causality

Salimi et al. [158] focus on causal algorithmic fairness—

a recent topic emerging in several research domains. They

outline research directions and present how data manage-

ment methods such as query rewriting, dataset repairing,

data provenance, and weak supervision algorithmic models

to fairly label data could be applied to mitigate dataset biases

with a causal sense. While causal fairness is argued to better

reflect human notions of fairness for instance by accounting

for disparities due to relevant attributes, it is currently hard to

use this formalisation of fairness for measurement and miti-

gation because they require knowing the causal graph of the

dataset—which is typically not available.

In [159], causality analysis is adopted to rely on the avail-

ability of the causal graph to mitigate biases within the

datasets, accounting for admissible biases. The authors note

that the causal fairness constraints that ask for the absence of

edges in the graph between certain nodes are equivalent to

independence conditions between attributes, and that ensur-

ing fairness could be seen as ensuring such independence.

Hence, they propose to rely on existing works on integrity

constraints, e.g. multivalues dependencies, which are closely

related to this idea, and frame dataset fairness mitigation

as a database repair problem for these dependencies. The

algorithm they develop, Capuchin, inserts new samples in

the database to ensure the independence between protected

attributes and target labels for any direct paths, except for

the ones with attributes that a practitioner would define as

admissible.

While most works assume all data to be in a sin-

gle table, Salimi et al. [160] also adapt previous works

around causality to the context of relational databases since

the prior formalisation cannot directly apply there. They

propose a declarative language—CaRL: Causal Relational

Language—that allows them to represent their relational data
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into a causal paradigm and specify the potential causal depen-

dencies between attributes. With this, they also propose a

method to answer causal queries formulated within the lan-

guage that practitioners would pose.

7.3.2 Diversity in sets and rankings

Some works investigate algorithms to retrieve fair data such

as group-fair and diverse set selection [178] or ranking [9,

203], group fair recommendations in the health domain [179],

or to fairly allocate public resources [21]. Such notions of

fairness are primarily associated with the notion of diversity

in the data management community [47], the idea that “dif-

ferent kinds of objects are represented in the output of an

algorithmic process”. In certain cases, the problem extends

to identifying several sets of diverse items where the items

across sets are different (termed aggregate diversity), such

as for recommender systems where the recommended items

should be diverse across users not to recommend always the

same items as certain item publishers would otherwise not

be appearing in the systems.

In their survey [47], the authors explain the different for-

malisations of diversity through metrics, and the different

algorithms existing to return diverse sets. They note that

diversity usually comes hand in hand with the notion of util-

ity. For instance, in the context of hiring, the candidates to

select should both be “useful” to the hiring entity and diverse

for example to avoid structural bias.

Variations of the problems of rankings and set selection

are explored. The difference between diversity and certain

notions of fairness is discussed in [47] and is based on

that fairness in certain cases means that the algorithmic sys-

tem represents objects or individuals in proportions equal to

the input data, and these proportions might not necessarily

be reflecting diversity in the objects or individuals. Yang et

al. [199] further highlight the difference by identifying the

trade-off that can arise between utility, diversity and fairness

in certain contexts such as hiring. Selecting a set of candi-

dates to hire that maximizes utility constrained over diversity

might not lead to selecting the best candidates for each pro-

tected group or intersectional protected group, which could

be considered unfair within each group. In response to that,

they propose new in-group fairness constraints to integrate

to the set selection problem and formulate the optimization

task into integer linear programs to solve it.

Asudeh et al. [10] take a different view on the problem and

focus on the task of ranking items by assigning weights to

each attribute characterizing the items, allowing to compute a

score for each item. They highlight the stability issue that this

formalization might encounter—similar weight assignments

might lead to different rankings—and propose a measure of

ranking stability as well as algorithms for providing stable

rankings by leveraging the geometric properties of weights

and rankings. Interestingly, Yang et al. [201] propose to

integrate the causality approach in order to identify intersec-

tionally fair rankings. Kuhlman et Rundensteiner [99] tackle

a variation of the ranking problem, considering that multiple

stakeholders provide individual rankings, and these rankings

must be combined while conserving group fairness notions

for the items. They propose a formalisation for this problem

and algorithms with guarantees to identify optimal fair ranks.

In contrast, Chen et al. [36] focus on spatial allocation

tasks, where resource items placed in a space should be

allocated fairly to different individuals. They propose a for-

malisation of fairness in this context, and objective functions

that integrate both fairness and “convenience” concerns (e.g.

minimum traveling distance) for the individuals, as well as

algorithms to achieve such task.

7.3.3 Representations

In contrast, some works are interested in feature represen-

tations and their connection to output fairness. Particularly,

Lahoti et al. [101] propose a method to ensure individual

fairness by learning fair representations of the data. Yahav

et al. [196] are interested in biases found within text fea-

tures (specifically tf-idf) resulting from biases in text mining

datasets due to the context around the datasets samples. These

methods do not touch upon the raw samples but their feature

representation.

7.4 Crowdsourcing

Unfairness in crowdsourcing is also investigated, similarly

as in the other domains studied in the previous sections.

Works either look at unfairness towards the crowd work-

ers, such as Borromeo et al. [26] who propose a list of

axioms to guide the creation of fair and transparent crowd-

sourcing processes—task assignment, task completion, and

worker compensation—or look at resolving unwanted biases

in labelled data. It is argued that such biases in labels can stem

from personal preferences or differing expertise of crowd

workers [206], from labelling “trends” [72,120], or from

the subjectivity of the object to review in evaluation sys-

tems [103].

7.5 Data science workflow

Different from works in the other domains, a few recent

works are interested in developing tools at the intersection

of data management and machine learning. For instance,

Schelter et al. [164] note that the existing tools developed

for fairness do not support practitioners (and researchers)

fully in developing the whole data science workflow respon-

sibly. Instead, they simply let them apply various fairness

metrics and bias mitigation methods without being aware of
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Fig. 2 Activities relevant to bias and their amount of bias-related research (white: no research; light to dark blue from few to plenty of research).

Data management activities are bold

their interaction with other parts of the workflow such as

data cleaning, separation of the datasets into independent

training and test sets, etc. They build FairPrep, a frame-

work on top of the existing IBM toolkit AIF360, in order

to fill this gap: practitioners input data and their desired pre-

processing methods, as well as choose a machine learning

algorithm, and the framework automatically processes this

information, trains the model and outputs its complete eval-

uation based on both performance and fairness measures.

This allows avoiding errors in building the workflow, such

as for instance leaking data information from the training to

the test set when handling data errors such as missing values,

when engineering features or tuning a model’s hyperparam-

eters, etc. Besides, experiments with their framework show

the lack of consideration of existing fairness works from the

machine learning community for critical data engineering

activities such as data cleaning.

With the same idea that the data pipelines might uninten-

tionally inject biases, Yang et al. [200] developed a tool that

automatically extracts a directed acyclic graph representa-

tion of the data pipelines and data flows from the code of

the pipelines and provides information on the way each ver-

tex impacts the distribution of samples based on protected

attributes and target labels. By generating a report with the

graph and this information, a practitioner can investigate

potential bias issues of its pipelines.

8 Datamanagement: research gaps

In this section, we identify research gaps between data man-

agement research on bias and unfairness (Sect. 7), bias

and unfairness research in other fields of computer science

(Sect. 4), and typical development practices of data-driven

decision-support systems. These gaps are summarised in

Fig. 2. This is the basis for developing a new approach to

the issue in the next section.

8.1 Methodology

Approach. To identify these gaps, we first outline a list of all

activities performed over the full lifecycle of a data-driven

decision-support system, from development to deployment.

This list provides us with the basis to reflect on poten-

tial research gaps, as it encompasses the necessary set of

activities to develop the systems, and these activities are

by design both the sources of bias and unfairness and the

opportunities to solve these issues. These activities can be

associated with one or multiple general unfairness-agnostic

research areas, usually stemming from machine learning and

data management. For instance, the construction step of a

decision-support system consists of building both a data

management and a data analytics set-up. Data management

activities at this step map to multiple research areas within

data management such as data integration or data curation.

Then, we map the research activities that we identified

in the previous sections onto the aforementioned mapping.

This allows investigating the extent to which the different

unfairness-agnostic research and non-research activities are

covered by bias and unfairness-related research. In cases

where an activity is not covered, it might be because it does

not interact with unfairness at all, or because it has not been

studied yet. In any case, we analyze it because it could still

be useful to resolve certain unfairness issues. Such analy-

sis brings us to identify three main gaps, either related to

data management activities for addressing unfairness, or to

data management activities that create unfairness, or more

generally to whole stages in the lifecycle that have not been

thoroughly investigated.

Lifecycle of a data-driven decision-support system (in

orange). The development process of a data-driven decision-
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support system is divided into five main stages as described

in [141]: 1) the initial data gathering, 2) the design and map-

ping of the data store, 3) the loading and testing of the data, 4)

the building and testing of the system, and 5) its rollout and

inclusion of feedbacks from its users. These stages are eas-

ily mapped to the typical software engineering process [27]:

1) requirements engineering, 2) system design, 3) system

construction, 4) system testing, and 5) maintenance of the

system after deployment. While the description of the lifecy-

cle of the decision-support systems focuses on the distinction

between data and other aspects of the system, the software

engineering description mostly focuses on the general stages

of development.

Activities performed during the lifecycle (activities placed

in boxes, we differentiate between data-related activities in

bold, and other ones). We identify the specific activities per-

formed in each stage of the lifecycle. To do so, software

engineering literature [27] indicates the activities which are

general to any kind of software. These activities span the

requirement engineering stage (requirement elicitation, anal-

ysis, specification and validation), the design stage (system

and user-interface design), and both the testing and main-

tenance phase (these last two stages are not detailed for

simplicity and because they might not be applied thoroughly

yet for the specific case of data-driven decision-support sys-

tems).

Data management literature presents activities or topics

that are specific to the data aspects of the lifecycle. These

are extracted from the common list of research topics in data

management venues.3 For the design stage, we identified data

models, query languages, schema management and design,

meta-data management, user interface and visualization, data

analytics, and specific issues on spatial, temporal, and multi-

media databases. For the construction phase, we found data

mining, data cleaning, information integration, data discov-

ery, and crowdsourcing.

Additional activities that are specific to machine learn-

ing [5] are found in the design stage (inference model

design), and in the construction stage where we identify

data collection (shown as data mining because of the over-

lap with data management literature), data labelling (shown

as crowdsourcing for the same reason), feature engineer-

ing, and inference model training. In the testing stage, only

model testing is added. For the maintenance stage, model

monitoring and model update are identified. These last two

stages are further subdivided. Testing is composed of the

choice and application of performance definitions and met-

rics, the constitution of evaluation datasets (these two are

for experimental testing), and the formal verification. For

the maintenance phase, we found mining new training data,

inference model retraining, application of performance met-

3 List from https://vldb2020.org/research-track.html.

rics, and constitution of new evaluation datasets, since the

context of application of a system might shift or expand, and

hence new data must be collected, and the machine learning

model must be retrained to account for this shift.

Mapping to current research on bias and unfairness

(colours of boxes). We map current research on unfairness

(from light to dark blue, representing the quantity of cur-

rent literature on that topic) outlined in Sects. 4, 7 to these

activities (the topics identified in the previous sections are in

italic for easy identification). This enables to identify where

research is focusing and where it is lacking.

In the following, we explain the findings of this analysis,

grouped by their main topics.

8.2 Bias-aware requirements

A first observation is that some stages of the development pro-

cess are more researched than others. Specifically, the design

and implementation of inference models are the most cov-

ered topics [82], along with metrics or definitions for fairness.

There is also a shorter line of work on data mining, mostly

focusing on structured data and text data.

In contrast, works on requirement engineering and sub-

sequent database design (elicitation, translation to specifica-

tions), system testing, and maintenance (continuous testing

with respect to the identified requirements) are much fewer.

These limitations are also partly highlighted within the

Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) and the Software Engi-

neering communities, as explained in Sect. 5. Yet, many

researched methods mostly focus on bias mitigation in the

algorithmic part. Hence, developing tools to model, design,

and construct better datasets should be a priority.

8.3 Biases in datamanagement activities

A second observation is that for many traditional data man-

agement activities which might introduce unwanted biases,

there is little to no research investigating their impact on

biases at the output of the system. This covers for example

data cleaning, data discovery, or data integration [8]. On that

note, Stoyanovich et al. [177] encourage the exploration of

the possibilities to mitigate biases early in the data life cycle

of the decision support systems.

Abiteboul et Stoyanovich [1] further outline that several

principles from regulations about responsible data-driven

systems, possibly outside the scope of bias and fairness such

as the right to “data portability”, would require investiga-

tion and adaptation of the data management community. For

instance, ensuring “the right to be forgotten” for an individual

would mean investigating how this right translates in every

layer of a database, while accounting for possible dependen-

cies with the data tuples representing this individual and other

connected individuals.
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Furthermore, we could not identify any significant effort

on bias and unfairness considerations in data modelling,

schema design, and data provenance topics, even though

these activities define the information on which the infer-

ence model and decisions are based.

8.4 DBMS activities for bias mitigation

A third observation is that part of the encountered research

efforts in data management mirrors the works in other

domains on bias and unfairness for data-driven decision-

support systems (Sect. 4) with similar approaches and

limitations. Especially, there is also a focus on definitions,

metrics, and mitigation at the algorithm level. However,

further re-purposing or adapting some of the approaches

developed in other data management works could serve to

identify or mitigate certain biases already in the datasets.

This holds especially for data cleaning methods like error

detection and data repairing, data analytics and efforts in

data modelling, and also research on multimedia data.

Only a small part of current data management research

makes use of such methods. The idea of mitigating unwanted

biases through data repair methods is similar to those pro-

posed in data mining, but tends to be more general and

agnostic with respect to the employed analytic methods

as presented by Salimi et al. [158]. Two vision papers

are of note on the topic. The first one proposes to unify

data pre-processing and inference systems arguing that fair-

ness, accountability, and transparency could be seen as

database system issues before applying machine learning

and outlining how a platform for data analytics could help

solve these issues [176]. On the other hand, Stoyanovich

et al. [175] claim that methods to automatically attribute

labels to datasets and machine learning models (meta-data)

to prevent their misuse are needed to prevent the creation of

additional biases.

Asudeh et Jagadish in a tutorial [8] suggest that works

around data profiling and provenance could be adapted to ful-

fil the need of practitioners for tools to explore biases in data.

Besides, Abiteboul et Stoyanovich. [1] discuss how various

regulations such as the GDPR in Europe advocate for respon-

sible development and use of data and data-driven decision

support systems and make the case there that the data man-

agement community could support progress on principles

like transparency by adapting existing works for instance on

data profiling to better expose the data statistics for a richer

interpretation of the systems’ outputs.

Orr et al. [128] proposed an in-DBMS method for practi-

tioners to query a database and retrieve results which are

automatically cleared from dataset sampling biases intro-

duced during the data collection step. This work is the closest

to the approach we advocate in the next section since it aims

at helping practitioners to mitigate biases within the database,

although it is not made for the purpose of further training a

machine learning model.

9 Roadmap for future research

In the previous sections, we identified both limitations and

gaps stemming from the current approach to tackle unfair-

ness of data-driven decision-support systems, i.e. approaches

focused on the machine learning algorithms themselves, and

general research gaps stemming from existing data man-

agement activities. The main limitations are the difficult

application of existing algorithmic methods by practition-

ers, and the fact that such methods do not allow to build fully

fair systems.

In this section, we reflect on a way forward to overcome

these limitations. Particularly, the limitations hint at a possi-

ble research shift in order to solve existing unfairness issues:

not only should we develop algorithms robust to unfairness

but also data methods to mitigate unfairness, and practical

tools to support and ensure the use of such methods by prac-

titioners. In the next section, we discuss the challenges arising

from this way forward.

9.1 Eliciting and enforcing fairness requirements

We advocate focusing on eliciting and enforcing bias and

fairness requirements already early in the system design

workflow. This allows to clarify the goals of a system in

relation to fairness and then brings the possibility to guide

practitioners along the system development cycle to create a

system that verifies these goals. Thus, the fairness require-

ments serve as a foundation of a bias-aware data-engineering

pipeline. Here, we outline how such bias and fairness require-

ments can be applied conceptually and how they integrate

into existing database management system architectures.

9.1.1 Proposed workflow

We propose a new workflow for practitioners building data-

driven decision-support systems, encouraging fairness-by-

design.

Ideally, before designing and building a system, a practi-

tioner would define a list of requirements, including fairness

requirements.

These requirements would then be translated into con-

straints on both the data used for training the system

and inputted at deployment time. These constraints would

impose statistical conditions with regard to defined protected

attributes that would ensure that a dataset could be consid-

ered fair for the requirements at hand. At training time, this

would increase the likelihood that the outputs of a model

trained on such dataset are fair (note: an “unbiased” training
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dataset does not guarantee an unbiased resulting system since

new unwanted biases might arise from the machine learning

algorithm used or small unwanted biases in the data might

be reinforced by the machine learning model, but helps);

while at deployment time, it would monitor whether the pre-

dictions made for new data points are fair. Constraints at

training and deployment time might differ depending on the

initial fairness requirements, the associated characteristics

that a training data should bear, and the appropriate slack for

such training data characteristics needed to ensure reasonable

fairness measures.

Continuous checks of bias constraints on the system’s

outputs are needed, analogously to continuous testing in soft-

ware deployment, since the fairness of the system might vary

in case a distributional shift happens between the training

data and deployment data.

In cases where the data would not follow such constraints,

either data curation methods could be employed to remedy

such issue at training time, or this would be an indication that

it is mathematically impossible to verify simultaneously the

multiple fairness requirements and other requirements, and

hence the system should not be developed or the requirements

should be reviewed. At deployment time, the constraints not

being verified would indicate the necessity to defer the deci-

sion to a human agent, or the necessity to retrain the model

on updated data.

9.1.2 Addressed limitations

This new approach considers the quality of the data as a

core issue, contrary to the approach outlined in Sect. 2 com-

ing from most research on algorithms and metrics for the

outputs of a machine learning model or for the outputs of

other types of inference models. Our intuition is that it would

overcome multiple challenges that are typical concerns of

different research communities, besides unfairness, and that

interact with unfairness considerations: cost, time, robust-

ness and practicality for the machine learning and software

engineering communities, societal impact and trust for the

human–computer interaction community. They are the fol-

lowing challenges:

Fairness The main source of biases is data; hence, invest-

ing research to understand, detect, and control bias in data

allows to build less biased datasets with regard to specific

fairness requirements and consequently to train fairer sys-

tems.

Robustness Modifying optimization functions of machine

learning algorithms or post-processing decisions can have

unforeseen effects in cases where the application context

and data would change. In contrast, we argue that enforcing

inspection of data biases in the early stages of development

and during deployment would result in more robust systems

since potential issues would be identified earlier.

Practicality Practitioners might understand issues and

methods in the data stages of the development of a data-driven

decision-support system better than those related to the infer-

ence model. For example, obtaining extra training data to

balance a dataset might be easier than adjusting machine

learning algorithms; hence, data-focused tools could be more

applicable than current methods. Considering that transfer

learning is becoming a common practice (i.e. using pre-

trained general models and then fine-tuning them for a

specific application), the availability of ”unbiased” data for

the fine-tuning phase is crucial.

Cost and time By ensuring that training data have no

bias issues, the resulting trained models will likely behave

in a more desirable fashion, thus fewer costly training and

retraining cycles are needed to achieve the desired system

behaviour. Ultimately, the process would be more effective

and less costly.

Societal impact Establishing requirements would encour-

age considering societal impact already in the initial stages

of development. Past cases which did not explicitly state and

enforce their fairness requirements showed the potential neg-

ative impact of building these systems without accounting for

potential issues: Microsoft’s chatbot Tay became racist after

its deployment because it was constantly retrained on data fed

to it by layman users and had to be shutdown [187], while the

automatic CV screening tool of Amazon was shown to be dis-

criminating against women after release [85]. Many of these

issues could have been foreseen and mitigated if undesired

bias identification and fairness were central design goals of

these systems.

Trust and informed decision-making Finally, by explicitly

communicating bias and fairness design goals and validat-

ing systems, respectively, trust can be facilitated between

the system and stakeholders or users who will have a bet-

ter understanding of its behaviour. This can also support

building an accurate abstract model of the capabilities of

a system. This will lead to better decisions, as the perfor-

mance of a human decision-maker is dependent on his/her

mental models of the problem and of the system and on tools

at hand [139].

9.2 Required DBMS extensions

By shifting the focus from the algorithms to the data, we

foresee the need for two new core extensions to database

management systems, that would support the application of

the proposed workflow.

9.2.1 Bias data constraints

Fairness requirements identified in the requirements elicita-

tion phase need to be formalized such that they can guide

the system’s development. Furthermore, they need to be val-
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idated or verified across the system’s lifecycle. New bias data

constraints, expanding on existing data constraints, could be

used to encode and enforce data-related bias requirements.

9.2.2 Bias curation methods

Data curation methods addressing bias by transforming,

adding, or removing data instances would be needed in cases

where the constraints are violated. While also algorithmic

mitigation techniques (see Sect. 4) can be used, we argue

that data curation is often more effective or practical [74]. If

the constraints are violated, the system designers would be

warned to take action or prevented to train the models.

9.2.3 Embedding into the DBMS

In order to support and enforce the use of bias constraints

and curation methods, existing database management sys-

tems should be extended to integrate them, an idea also

suggested in [8]. This will be important as checking bias

constraints can be very data-intensive. By embedding this

into the database management system, we can take advan-

tage of existing components like indexes or system catalog

information, allowing for more efficient implementation.

The creation and integration of these components bring a

multitude of data management research challenges that we

highlight in the next section.

10 Open research challenges

Here, we highlight the specific research challenges which

need to be addressed for realizing the bias and unfairness-

mitigating extensions proposed in the previous section.

10.1 Formalization andmodelling challenges

10.1.1 Bias-aware schema design

While selecting fairness notions for a specific use-case is not

an easy task, defining the exact attributes and their allowed

values to base the constraints on and the subsequent design

of the database schema is also complex. Formally under-

standing how the granularity and ranges of the values in the

database schema influence performance of the system and

measurement of its bias remains to be investigated. For exam-

ple, let us assume that the loan attribution model should not

discriminate against young black men, and that the dataset

contains gender and race as categorical attributes and age

as an integer. After choosing a fairness definition, decid-

ing how to transform age into a categorical attribute can

have direct bias consequences. Defining protected classes

(male, black, [10-23]) or (male, black, [10-25]) as protected

attributes would both surface and measure different biases.

Different mappings of age to its protected class “young” can

create different system behaviours: the granularity of the cat-

egories chosen would influence both the performance and

fairness of the trained inference model. This gets even more

complex when the bias constraints are defined over several

attributes to transform. Similarly, this transformation might

have an impact on the similarity measures used in the con-

straints for individual fairness since tuples similarity depends

on their attributes.

10.1.2 Predicting the feasibility of a data-driven

decision-support system

At the start of the workflow, determining whether bias con-

straints can be verified along with other requirements (e.g.

accuracy performance, cost, amount of data) and other data

constraints before designing and implementing a system

would enable to save a great amount of time and computing

power, while it would also allow to possibly refine require-

ments and resources allocated for a system. For instance,

in case a practitioner has a specific amount of loan data

and wants to build a data-driven decision-support system

to automate the decision of giving out a loan, knowing

before building the system and training a model that it

will not be able to reach a minimum required accuracy

and fairness would save efforts. Until now, few theoretical

works [38,95] have been proposed that investigate such fea-

sibility of requirements. Existing results focus on the diverse

fairness notions that can contradict each other.

Using impossibility results for fairness notions [38], cer-

tain impossible scenarios can already be determined analyt-

ically. Predicting a measure of each requirement, potentially

via simulation through the training of simple inference mod-

els could also give empirical indications of the feasibility.

10.1.3 Formalizing the tensions between privacy and

fairness

Conflicting orthogonal efforts are put into preserving the

privacy of individuals [46,87,113] in the training and test

data. This might include aggregating tuples, decreasing the

granularity of certain attributes (like the ones used for diver-

sity constraints or the protected attributes, e.g. by collapsing

a specific age to an age range that is different from the

age ranges chosen for categorizing age in bias constraints),

or completely dropping attributes from the view. Common

protected attributes for fairness are often also considered sen-

sitive for privacy. Hence, despite good intentions, not having

these relevant attributes, classes or tuples creates obsta-

cles to check the bias constraints, whereas biases on these

private-sensitive attributes might still exist due to remain-

ing other attributes correlated with the protected ones. Thus,
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more work on understanding the interactions between privacy

and unfairness [83], and on accurately inferring the miss-

ing attributes from the available data is needed [35,42]. This

would be part of the checking process of the bias constraints.

10.2 Algorithmic challenges

There exist few bias curation methods from the data mining

and machine learning communities; however, they are still

limited in scope (e.g. the intersectionality of multiple pro-

tected attributes is not usually handled by current methods).

More research is needed to establish approximation algo-

rithms that would guarantee bias constraint satisfaction on

the training data. These algorithms could transform exist-

ing data (like data resampling, data label modification, or

variants of database repairing methods [158]) possibly with

inspiration from existing data cleaning methods, synthesize

new ones, or guide the collection of additional records.

Additionally, nearly all data-driven decision support sys-

tems rely on elaborate data engineering pipelines for prepar-

ing, transforming, integrating, cleaning, and finally ingesting

training data, test data, and live data. Bias curation needs

to be integrated within such data engineering pipelines.

Also, existing steps of data engineering pipelines might have

unforeseen and insufficiently understood consequences and

effects on data bias. For instance, cleaning a dataset from its

outliers might remove data from the protected minority class

and hence a bias curation method would not have access to

such data anymore, missing-value imputation methods might

skew the dataset towards the protected or non-protected

group and hence might add unwanted biases, so new meth-

ods would be needed to allow for the application of the bias

curation methods, etc.

Only the interaction between bias and data cleaning has

received preliminary attention [164,183]. Hence, future work

needs to investigate the impact of the previous activities on

data biases, and the interaction with the bias curation meth-

ods. This would lead either to providing guidelines on the

workflow to follow, or to the creation of new algorithms that

would integrate curation and integration or cleaning simul-

taneously.

10.3 System-oriented challenges

Adapting existing mechanisms in database management sys-

tems for supporting the bias constraints exhibits multiple

challenges. The bias constraints would bear some similar-

ities with existing database constraints, but also differences

that would make their implementation and use not straight-

forward. We develop here the comparison with traditional

constraints and highlight foreseen challenges.

10.3.1 Constraint expression

Translating fairness metrics into SQL constraint language,

possibly by additionally using user-defined functions, is the

first step and challenge to allow the support of bias con-

straints. The way to encode these constraints would need to

be as flexible as possible to accommodate most definitions

of fairness and possibly new ones.

Certain constraints would be specified on protected

attributes, other attributes of the data, and possibly on the

decision attributes (actual decisions and/or predictions). The

exact test of the constraint could cover statistical tests for

undesired biases such as unwanted correlations between pro-

tected and other attributes or checking for potential “wrong”

decision labels (e.g. [152]). For instance, in case fairness

towards groups is important, the acceptable data distribu-

tions for each protected class can be specified. In many cases,

these would be egalitarian distributions [191], but also non-

egalitarians constraints could be relevant. For example, an

AI-assisted hiring tool might want to positively discriminate

against female applicants to address issues with employee

diversity.

Inspiration from existing ways to encode data cleaning

rules could be taken to express the bias constraints. For

instance, denial constraints which are declarative specifi-

cations of rules a dataset should respect [39], could be

investigated, especially for individual fairness which relies

on the similarity between tuples.

10.3.2 Constraint checking mechanism

A new set of challenges in order to implement bias constraints

efficiently using current database technologies is the result.

The use of triggers could be investigated as a tool to check

for the constraints.

Because the constraint functions are expensive to com-

pute, an envisioned research direction is to investigate how

to incrementally compute the statistics that make the con-

straints over multiple batches of data, in order to avoid the

whole re-computation at each check. Possibly existing sys-

tem catalog statistics used for query optimization could allow

to speed up such computation while reducing the resource

consumption.

Bias constraints could be checked when a sufficiently

larger number of records has been added or modified. Several

policies for monitoring them would be useful: checking for

constraint violations after initially populating the database,

checking for violations when training data are retrieved for

training an inference model, or when adding a large number

of training tuples during system maintenance phases, and

finally checking for violations when a significant number of

new decisions are suggested by the system before accepting

them.
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Certain fairness metrics require the computation of error

rates between ground truth decisions and predicted decisions.

Hence, some constraints would also require having predic-

tions made by a machine learning model available—training

data in the database by itself would be insufficient.

10.3.3 Frameworks and tools

Once a bias constraint is violated, tools need to be avail-

able to facilitate the use of data bias curation methods. Such

methods should be integrated into existing data debugging

tools such as Dagger [114]. To our knowledge, only two

data-focused systems have been implemented towards this

goal—by Ruggieri et al. [153] for discrimination discovery,

by Ramadan et al. [147] to uncover unwanted data depen-

dencies through data flow analysis— and a few frameworks

(e.g. AIF360 [20], Aequitas [155]) with fairness metrics and

algorithmic mitigation methods not integrated into the entire

system lifecycle. However, such frameworks do not allow

handling complex cases where protected groups would not

be binary and defined on single attributes.

Besides, bias meta-data for the data views could be gener-

ated to help the communication [74] about potential dataset

biases [57,119,175,204].

10.4 Guidance for DBMS users

As a major practical challenge, we identify the need for guid-

ing a practitioner through the process of specifying fairness

requirements and bias constraints. Certain applications might

rely on country-specific regulations, while others might not

have well-established policies. As there are a plethora of

different fairness definitions, choosing the correct metric

and setting the correct parameters is far from trivial due

to the abstraction gap between application (fairness as an

abstract norm) and constraint model (fairness as a mathemat-

ical object). Therefore, we envision a guidance component

that could come in form of wizards, or an IDE that can pro-

vide suggestions based on data profiling of potential biases

and on existing regulations.

A human-in-the-loop approach could highlight these

biases, and then from feedback provided by the practition-

ers about the biases, it could uncover the undesired ones and

automatically infer related fairness requirements, bias con-

straints, and their prioritization. User studies could also be

conducted to understand the actual difficulties and questions

that practitioners would like to address.

Similarly, practitioners could be helped by having guid-

ance frameworks and interfaces for deciding on bias curation

methods to apply that would visualise their impacts on dif-

ferent categories of population and on the other important

factors in the requirements (e.g. cost, time, accuracy, etc.).

10.5 Multimedia data-based challenges

Applications using multimedia data such as images, texts or

videos have typically the same aforementioned challenges,

but additional difficulties arise.

For instance, for checking bias constraints, it is difficult

to extract protected attributes or other semantically inter-

pretable features from an image or text. Hence, it is both

difficult to generate necessary meta-data to apply the con-

straints, and to generate new representative test cases to check

for the constraints. This task is currently performed manually

for images and semi-automatically for text which hampers

scalability and real-world applicability.

A similar issue arises when curating data for bias. Struc-

tured data algorithms would not be easily applicable since

no interpretable attributes would be available to reason on.

One direction to investigate could be to transform multime-

dia data into structured representations on which to apply the

aforementioned algorithms. Possibly, crowd workers could

be asked to annotate protected attributes, to produce or col-

lect new related samples following certain templates (such

as in [188]), or new automatic methods like GANs (Gener-

ative Adversarial Networks) could be used conditioned on

meaningful attributes, in order to generate data with specific

meta-data.

11 Conclusion

In this survey, we provided an overview of the state-of-the-

art computer science works that address unfairness issues

of data-driven decision support systems. While we showed

that these works focus primarily on developing definitions

and metrics for unfairness, and algorithmic approaches to

mitigate this unfairness in the underlying machine learn-

ing models, we also observed that there are still only few

works emanating from the data management community

that exploit existing data management research to approach

unfairness. This leads us to highlight research gaps that future

data management research could fill, such as investigating

how data management activities like data integration, data

discovery, data cleaning might create or reinforce data biases

that would result in algorithmic unfairness.

We then took a step back from the current machine

learning-centered approaches (which are typically hard to

apply in real-world scenarios). We argued for a new data-

centered approach that would mitigate these higher-level

challenges. Eliciting data requirements and enforcing them

through the extension of database management systems with

bias constraints and bias curation methods would reduce

the spread of unfairness in the outputs and possibly ensure

better monitoring of potential biases both before and after

deployment of the systems. Furthermore, by making such
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constraints explicit already in early development phases,

many common pitfalls and issues could be avoided by sim-

ply having a higher degree of awareness and planning during

development.

Realizing such approaches, however, presents novel data

management research challenges. New algorithmic solu-

tions, formalisations, and modelling informed by theory and

also system- and user-oriented research need to be consid-

ered to allow for building database management systems that

ensure fairness in the outputs of later trained machine learn-

ing models and the systems using such models.
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